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Requested by TCA in , the prototype flew on 15 July It proved to be reliable but noisy when in
service through the s and into the s. Some examples continued to fly into the s, converted to
cargo aircraft. Canadair Aircraft Ltd. Besides the existing Consolidated PBY Canso flying patrol
boats in production, a development contract to produce a new variant of the Douglas DC-4
transport was still in effect. Like other North Stars, they were notorious for the high level of
cabin noise caused by the Merlin engines, as unlike the radials of the DC-4, the exhaust from
the individual cylinders is not collected and exhausted via a single outlet, but instead exits the
separate individual ejector-exhaust stubs in high-pressure bursts. It was used to transport the
Canadian Prime Minister, the Queen , and numerous other dignitaries on various high-profile
missions, serving faithfully for 17 years, later becoming a crew trainer before being retired and
sold in the United States. They flew round trips over the Pacific and delivered seven million
pounds of cargo and 13, personnel on return trips. They flew 1. After , the remaining North Stars
were assigned to No. Gradually, their service life diminished in the s and most were declared
surplus. To deal with passenger complaints about noise, TCA engineers developed a cross-over
for the fuselage-side exhausts that reduced cabin noise by decibels. Rolls-Royce also
developed a quieter 'cross-over' exhaust system for the DC-4M, the modifications being
supplied in a kit allowing installation on the aircraft by the operator. Sound levels were reduced
by between 5 and 8 decibels. Still air range of the aircraft was also improved by around 4 per
cent. BOAC Argonauts initially, due to schedules being unable to be changed, had only the
inner engines so-modified, the remaining outer engines being changed to the new exhaust
system when time was available. Cargo conversions of available airframes also lengthened the
service life of Argonauts and North Stars. Despite the onset of jet airliners in the s, the rugged
Canadair North Star found a niche in both military and civil use. Ex- Overseas Aviation, bought
at Gatwick by Mike Keegan, it had been ferried to Coventry for onward sale; under new
ownership, flown to Newcastle UK , with a subsequent long-term stay parked adjacent to the
wooden control tower and subject to a restraining Court Order. Eventually re-registered in
Panamanian markings, it was flown to Limburg, Netherlands, but ended up being involved in
various arms shipment flights to West Africa. After the accident, the movements of this aircraft
were investigated and extensively reported by, it is thought, the Sunday Times newspaper.
Re-registration history and movements after leaving NCL courtesy of Propliner magazine's
website. Fatalities included 72 of the 84 on board; 12 others were seriously injured. Data from [
citation needed ]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: List of Douglas DC-4
variants. Main article: List of Douglas DC-4 operators. Aviation portal Canada portal War portal.
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A pole star or polar star is a star, preferably bright, nearly aligned with the axis of a rotating
astronomical body. Currently, Earth's pole stars are Polaris Alpha Ursae Minoris , a magnitude
-2 star aligned approximately with its northern axis, and a pre-eminent star in celestial
navigation , and Polaris Australis Sigma Octantis , a much dimmer star. From around BC until
just after AD, Kochab and Pherkad were twin northern pole stars, though neither was as close
to the pole as Polaris is now. It was known as scip-steorra "ship-star" in 10th-century
Anglo-Saxon England , reflecting its use in navigation. In the Hindu Puranas , it is personified
under the name Dhruva "immovable, fixed". In the medieval period, Polaris was also known as
stella maris "star of the sea" from its use for navigation at sea , as in e. Bartholomeus Anglicus
d. This tradition goes back to a misreading of Saint Jerome 's translation of Eusebius '

Onomasticon , De nominibus hebraicis written ca. Jerome gave stilla maris "drop of the sea" as
a false Hebrew etymology of the name Maria. This stilla maris was later misread as stella maris ;
the misreading is also found in the manuscript tradition of Isidore 's Etymologiae 7th century ;
[5] it probably arises in the Carolingian era ; a late 9th-century manuscript of Jerome's text still
has stilla , not stella , [6] but Paschasius Radbertus , also writing in the 9th century, makes an
explicit reference to the "Star of the Sea" metaphor, saying that Mary is the "Star of the Sea" to
be followed on the way to Christ, "lest we capsize amid the storm-tossed waves of the sea.
Therefore, it always appears due north in the sky to a precision better than one degree, and the
angle it makes with respect to the true horizon after correcting for refraction and other factors is
equal to the latitude of the observer to better than one degree. The celestial pole will be nearest
Polaris in and will thereafter become more distant. Due to the precession of the equinoxes as
well as the stars' proper motions , the role of North Star has passed and will pass from one star
to another in the remote past and in the remote future. During the 1st millennium BC, Beta
Ursae Minoris "Kochab" was the bright star closest to the celestial pole, but it was never close
enough to be taken as marking the pole, and the Greek navigator Pytheas in ca. The precession
of the equinoxes takes about 25, years to complete a cycle. Precession will next point the north
celestial pole at stars in the northern constellation Cepheus. The pole will drift to space
equidistant between Polaris and Gamma Cephei "Errai" by AD, with Errai reaching its closest
alignment with the northern celestial pole around AD. Precession will then point the north
celestial pole at stars in the northern constellation Cygnus. Precession will eventually point the
north celestial pole nearer the stars in the constellation Hercules , pointing towards Tau
Herculis around 18, AD. When Polaris becomes the North Star again around 27, AD, due to its
proper motion it then will be farther away from the pole than it is now, while in 23, BC it was
closer to the pole. The 26, year cycle of North Stars, starting with the current star, with stars that
will be "near-north" indicators when no North Star exists during the cycle, including each star's
average brightness and closest alignment to the north celestial pole during the cycle: [9] [10]
[11] [12] [14] [15] [16] [17] [ citation needed ]. Currently, there is no South Star as useful as
Polaris. Sigma Octantis is the closest naked-eye star to the south Celestial pole, but at apparent
magnitude 5. The Southern Cross constellation functions as an approximate southern pole
constellation, by pointing to where a southern pole star would be. At the equator , it is possible
to see both Polaris and the Southern Cross. As a consequence, the constellation is no longer
visible from subtropical northern latitudes, as it was in the time of the ancient Greeks. Around
BC, Achernar was only 8 degrees from the south pole. Precession and proper motion mean that
Sirius will be a future southern pole star: at Pole stars of other planets are defined analogously:
they are stars brighter than 6th magnitude, i. Different planets have different pole stars because
their axes are oriented differently. See Poles of astronomical bodies. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Visible star that is nearly aligned with Earth's axis of rotation. For other uses, see
Polestar disambiguation. Play media. Star portal Geography portal. The south pole star is Delta
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Look up Pole Star in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Predecessor trains in the pre-World War II
period carrying direct sleeping cars to the Adirondacks included the Niagara 29 [1] and the
Ontarian 21 in In its debut season in April, it featured coaches that went daily from New York
City separately to Cleveland, Toronto and Lake Placid, in addition to sleeper cars that went to
each of these destinations. Coach passengers would need to change to a connecting
Adirondack Division train in Utica. In the train's summer seasons in its early years a high
proportion of the sleeping cars were Lake Placid-bound. In addition to Lake Placid-bound
sleepers, in some seasons, such as summer , the sleeper destinations included Malone , a
destination further north in the North Country, along the NYC's traditional route towards
Montreal. By , the train was cut to a single Saturday night departure. The Cleveland Limited 57
handled the west and north-bound sleeper trains on the Adirondack route on other nights. The

Iroquois continued direct sleeper service to Lake Placid to at least the fall timetable. From
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which opened in , is located at the intersection of Loop and San Pedro Avenue in the city's
Uptown District. It is a well-known city landmark for its Texas-sized cowboy boots, created by
Texas artist Bob "Daddy-O" Wade , that are located along its Loop frontage. A time capsule
scheduled to be opened in is laid to commemorate the mall's opening. The mall is expanded in
and new anchor Frost Bros. A two-screen movie theater was added to the mall was added in
The mall was expanded again in and Wolff and Marx relocated into a new four-level building as
part of the expansion and is renamed Joske's. A two-level parking deck with a full service
Texaco was added south of Joske's. The mall promotes the sculpture, created for the
Washington Project for the Arts in , as the "world's largest pair of cowboy boots. A major
renovation of the mall was completed in , adding food and music courts as well as a new
Foley's that is located on the former H-E-B and original Walgreens sites. A new multi-level
parking garage and two-story wing were added to the mall in , along with new anchor Saks Fifth
Avenue. North Star Mall celebrated its 25th anniversary, opens the time capsule, and dedicated
a new one that was opened on September 23, Two additional multi-level parking garages were
opened in and another three-story wing is added to the mall that includes new anchor Marshall
Field's and a new food court. Joske's was bought in and renamed Dillard's. Frost Bros. The
Gucci boutique previously located in there relocated to a new two-level store adjacent to Saks
Fifth Avenue. In , Mervyns opened in the former Frost Bros. Marshall Field's pulled out of the
Texas market in and the North Star Mall location is purchased by and converted into Macy's.
Saks Fifth Avenue completes a major renovation on its existing store and also opens a new
men's store in space leased from the mall directly adjacent to the existing store. The Rouse
Company began a multi-year, multimillion-dollar renovation in The renovation is to be the most
extensive renovation the mall has seen in its history. The scheduled renovation of the mall was
postponed as a result of the transaction. Renovations will include the mall's interior and
exterior, including the addition of ten-foot letters outside the mall spelling out "North Star. The
former Foley's location becomes Macy's San Antonio flagship store. JCPenney opened in in the
former Macy's location on August 2. In , North Star Mall celebrated its 50th anniversary and
opened the time capsule. The same year, Forever 21 relocated its existing store into the former
Mervyns location and a Michael Kors store opened by the start of the holiday shopping season.
Previous anchors include Wolff and Marx , Frost Bros. Wolff and Marx closed in and owner
Joske's opened a new four-level Joske's store the same year , Frost Bros. There used to be an
underground arcade, called the Music Court. Added in near the north entry between what is
currently JCPenney and Saks Fifth Avenue , it was accessible only by escalator. In the early s,
the arcade's tenants included Expensive Toys for Big Boys, a record store, and a music store.
An Oshman's Sporting Goods store leased the entire arcade space in the late s and moved the
escalator to the main corridor of pedestrian traffic for prime access. The Oshman's closed in the
s when it opened a superstore across the highway then Sports Authority , but closed in , and
the underground space has since been closed off. The parking garage added in the mids
between Saks and Dillard's displaced the mall's movie theater complex. The Texaco fuel station
located in the mall's original underground garage at the corner of Rector and McCullough was
also closed during the s renovations. See also: List of museums in Central Texas. From
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Alamo City. The population was as of the census. North Star Township was organized in
According to the United States Census Bureau , the township has a total area of Only 0. The
west quarter of the city of Springfield is within the township geographically but is a separate
entity. As of the census [1] of , there were people, households, and 93 families residing in the
township. The population density was 9. There were housing units at an average density of 3.
The racial makeup of the township was Hispanic or Latino of any race were 0. There were
households, out of which The average household size was 3. In the township the population
was spread out, with The median age was 34 years. For every females, there were For every
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hotel is currently owned by Gideon, Maya's grandfather and the father of her mother who died
two years earlier. Arriving at the hotel, Maya tries to make a new beginning, and to build a new
life. But Maya's new life is not free from complications. Maya must navigate through the
everyday stresses of life of a teenager, and must protect herself from false friends.
Complicating it is, that there is a new woman named Yuly in her father's life, that Maya finds
difficult to handle. Fortunately, Maya finds new friends and falls in love with a boy named Sean.
But soon after, Maya learns a secret that could not only turn their lives upside down, but also
may lead to the closure of the hotel. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Israeli television
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Lambert executive produced the film. At the beginning of the Nome Gold Rush in , Sean
McLennon Caan , a Scots-Irish - American land baron , owns the majority of property titles
surrounding Nome and declares that only American citizens are legally entitled to placer claims.
He uses power, influence and nationalism to make local politics and law enforcement work in
his favor. Unbeknownst to those outside of McLennon's gang, the original owners of the land
were all killed on McLennon's orders. The gang's latest target, Hudson Santeek Lambert
narrowly escapes the attempt on his life but not before witnessing McLennon's right-hand thug,
Reno Burt Young murder Santeek's adoptive father - an elderly Athabaskan tribal chief - in cold
blood. Santeek, who is half white and half American Indian, had "purchased" his surrogate
family's land in a bid to keep miners away. Santeek returns to Nome to confront McLennon at
knifepoint in his bedroom, but Sarah McCormack McLennon's young Irish immigrant trophy wife
, intervenes at gunpoint; McLennon disarms Santeek and the two engage in a fight. After
Santeek floors McLennon, he kidnaps Sarah, steals a dogsled and rides off into the Alaskan
wilderness. Without the permission of the local sheriff, McLennon forms a posse and treks out
into the tundra to kill Santeek and rescue his wife. On the course of the journey, Santeek talks
to his captive about her husband's murderous property deed scams, but she does not
immediately believe him and re-avows her loyalty to her husband. However, when McLennon
and his men locate Santeek's cabin hideout and shoot at it indiscriminately, Sarah pleas for her
husband not to kill her abductor. McLennon notices that she is wearing a shirt made of animal
skin that Santeek had given to her earlier to keep her warm. He erroneously assumes that she
betrayed him and had an affair with Santeek. Calling her a "whore," he disowns her and orders
his men to continue firing at Santeek's cabin. Santeek escapes while his pet wolf fatally lunges
at the throat of one of the posse gunmen. Santeek's wolf then attacks the gang's sled dogs, but
Reno shoots and kills the animal. With no clear objective and unfamiliarity with the freezing,
unpredictable terrain, members of McLennon's posse begin to turn on one another, but
McLennon kills the burnouts in his gang and sets out to finish the job he started. Meanwhile,

back in Nome, Col. Henry Johnson Jacques Francois and the U. Marshals begin their own
investigation of McLennon's land seizures, noticing that all of the original trustees are
mysteriously deceased and that Santeek the most recent disseisee was witnessed in town alive.
On the basis of this discrepancy, the federals declare Martial Law on Nome and accompany the
town's top lawman, Sheriff Lamont Nicholas Hope to bring McLennon and Santeek back for
questioning. The enforcers locate McLennon and his gang, but McLennon refuses to obey their
orders and the posse shoot Lamont and the other officials to death. McLennon and the
surviving members of his gang eventually track and corner Santeek in a glacier cave. While
Santeek scuffles with Reno, McLennon tips over a wood totem and Reno and Santeek slide
down and fall through the sheath of a frozen lake. Reno drowns during the struggle, while
Santeek, with his naturalist survival skills, makes it out of the icy water alive. Once again
thinking that Santeek is dead, McLennon returns to Nome alone and conducts another town
speech , reaffirming his mining policies to the chagrin of immigrant prospectors and the delight
of his cronies. However, Johnson and the U. Marshals interrupt the huddle and arrest McLennon
for the murder of sheriff Lamont and the other constables. Sarah, McLennon's disillusioned
wife, had witnessed the massacre and ultimately informed on him. Soon after, Santeek returns
to town to settle scores with the incarcerated McLennon, but finds the former had escaped from
his cell and slit the throats of the jailguards in the process. McLennon breaks into his loft
apartment above the saloon which he
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had owned and attempts to kill Sarah for turning on him, but Santeek appears behind
McLennon and plunges a dagger into his back. Although set in the U. From Wikipedia, the free
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